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Abstract
The problem of functional annotation based on homology modeling is primary to current
bioinformatics research. Researchers have noted regularities in sequence, structure and even
chromosome organization that allow valid functional cross-annotation. However, these methods
provide a lot of false negatives due to limited specificity inherent in the system. We want to create
an evolutionarily inspired organization of data that would approach the issue of structure-function
correlation from a new, probabilistic perspective. Such organization has possible applications in
phylogeny, modeling of functional evolution and structural determination. ELISA (Evolutionary
Lineage Inferred from Structural Analysis, http://romi.bu.edu/elisa) is an online database that
combines functional annotation with structure and sequence homology modeling to place proteins
into sequence-structure-function "neighborhoods". The atomic unit of the database is a set of
sequences and structural templates that those sequences encode. A graph that is built from the
structural comparison of these templates is called PDUG (protein domain universe graph). We
introduce a method of functional inference through a probabilistic calculation done on an arbitrary
set of PDUG nodes. Further, all PDUG structures are mapped onto all fully sequenced proteomes
allowing an easy interface for evolutionary analysis and research into comparative proteomics.
ELISA is the first database with applicability to evolutionary structural genomics explicitly in mind.
Availability: The database is available at http://romi.bu.edu/elisa.
Background
Structural genomics [1] is a science in its infancy. The
main task of structural genomics is to combine available
data on genes and gene products such as structure,
sequence, function and chromosomal proximity [2,3] in a
meaningful way so as to procure biological insight [4–10].
These patterns can later be used to characterize newly
sequenced or crystallized proteins or even complexes. Pri-
marily the insight from structural genomics comes from
the observation that similar sequences and structures
yield similar functions. For example, recently the struc-
tural analysis of inositol monophosphate (IMPase) from
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M. janaschii showed an addition of "new" function to a
protein with "known" function. [11] In this case, a protein
that was thought to act as only an FBPase (1,6-fructobi-
phosphatase) was also implicated as an IMPase via
homology modeling. In light of cases like these we have
decided to build a database that maximizes the specificity
of functional annotation, albeit at an expense of its
sensitivity.
Evolutionary models provide a means for organization of
the diverse glut of experimental data that has become the
cornerstone of bioinformatics research. Seeking evolu-
tionary justification for organization of data has been
adopted by many databases [12,13,5] where relation-
ships, and sometimes tools used in determining them are
justified by some evolutionary model. In the case of struc-
tural genomics, domains can be functionally independ-
ent, can be expressed outside larger protein complexes in
genomes and are often rearranged through alternative
splicing. Thus we can infer that domains serve as a good
evolutionary unit subject to structure-function pressures
and choose to work with annotations and comparisons of
domains instead of whole proteins. We also consider all
the sequences that fold into that domain as instances of
those structures in different genomes as orthologs and in
the same genome as paralogs. (Fig. 1)
The basic data-type of ELISAFigure 1
The basic data-type of ELISA. The template is created from a characteristic three-dimensional structure of a domain and all 
sequences that fold into this domain. All sequences from the domain are mined for functional annotation, and this functional 
annotation is used to build a "consensus tree". This consensus tree represents all possible functions of the collection of 
sequences that fold into a structure. The multiple sequence alignment is also used in finding close homologous sequences in all 
fully sequenced proteomes.
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Efforts to annotate function based on structure and
sequence homology alone are complicated and more
often than not lead to mis-annotations [14,15] This is
partly due to the fact that different sequences can fold into
similar structures but have different functions [16–19]
This creates the problem of similar structures performing
many, sometimes different functions. A notable example
of functional diversity inside a structurally homologous
family is the case of the P-loop NTPases. For example, the
structures of RecA (2reb) [20] and adenylate kinase
(2ak3) [21] proteins are similar. Both are alpha and beta
proteins. Both contain P-loop topology. Both are placed
in the same SCOP family. Yet, their functions are quite
distinct. RecA is a DNA repair protein, while the adenylate
kinase is a transfer protein facilitating the transfer of phos-
phate groups between AMP and ADP. Because of these dif-
ficulties and because of possible insights gained from
annotating from all homologs, not just the closest ones,
ELISA addresses the issue of functional annotation as one
of probabilistic analysis where the putative function is
one of many accessible upon sequence mutation of a
gene. The justification for this is evidenced further by
directed evolution studies that enable the derivation of
new function from homologous sequence [19,22] e.g. the
alternate must also be true: homologous sequences may
have different functions.
Construction and Content
ELISA was built using four types of data: sequence, struc-
ture, function and genomic representation (Fig. 1). Struc-
tural templates were mined from SCOP [12] and
FSSP[9,23]. The sequence data was taken from Swiss-Prot
[8]. The alignments of Swiss-Prot sequences to templates
were done using iterative homology searches [4,24], sec-
ondary structure prediction [25] and HSSP [7] methods.
These alignments with sequences that are more than 25%
homologous to each other and to the sequence of the tem-
plate constitute a node on PDUG (Fig. 1).
The connections between the nodes which represent
structural comparison were done using the DALI structure
comparison engine [9,10]. The nodes were also mapped
onto all publicly available proteomes from the NCBI web-
site using PSI-BLAST [4]. This yields information on all
structures in the proteomes that are PDUG subgraphs. The
functional annotation of nodes was done through recon-
struction of a single tree for all aligned Swiss-Prot
sequences in the node. (Fig. 1,4) This yields comprehen-
sive information on all possible functions for that struc-
tural template.
Protein Domain Universe Graph (PDUG)Figure 2
Protein Domain Universe Graph (PDUG). Nodes are structural templates and edges are 3-d comparisons of these templates. A 
large cluster of TIM barrel domains is shown here. Edges are unweighted in the picture because this cluster was computed by 
taking only those structures that are similar to each other by more than Zc = 9.
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The core of ELISA is a relational database system powered
by MySQL. http://www.mysql.org This database stores
information on all PDUG nodes, their characteristics and
connections to other nodes of PDUG. Each domain
(node) has structure, sequence and taxonomic data
recorded, as well as SCOP fold name and PDUG cluster
information. It also includes structure comparison and
sequence comparison data to other nodes on PDUG.
Utility
We provide a dynamic web interface for the underlying
relational database. The query is divided into two levels.
The final result is an SSF neighborhood with a combined
functional fingerprint[26], SCOP tree and a table describ-
ing the phylogeny of the cluster. The purpose of the first
level is to choose the closest matching sequence neighbor-
hood via queries of sequence homology, fold type or func-
tion. The user can type in the sequence and find the
putative structures via sequence comparison. The other
query options include finding all domains with a certain
fold, function or those that occur in some organism. This
query is designed to "anchor" on the PDUG graph (Fig. 2)
and find a recently diverged set of sequences that most
closely match the query. Even though this is a set of very
recently diverged sequences a functional fingerprint is still
supplied in the form of a GO tree. The second level is
designed to delineate the limits of evolutionary diver-
gence for the sequence, structure and function. For exam-
ple, setting the structural similarity parameter to 9 finds
all structures similar to the "anchor" found on the previ-
ous level on the PDUG graph with Z-score of 9 or more.
Similarly checking off a certain function finds all the struc-
tures that share that function with the "anchor".
ELISA enables researches to perform evolutionarily
inspired queries, such as a search for possibly orthologous
proteins between proteomes. For example, we were able
to use ELISA to discover a very interesting possible adap-
tation between thermophiles and mesophiles. During
metabolism of arginine and proline, the cell has to con-
vert ornithine to putrescine [27]. Ornithine decarboxylase
[28,29] (ODX), the enzyme responsible for this reaction,
exists in two forms: one [28] used by the earlier diverged
thermophiles A. aeolicus and T. maritama and another [29]
used by the mesophillic eubacteria. Strikingly, T. tengcon-
genesis adapts by removing this enzyme altogether and
instead utilizes a promiscuous enzyme ornithine carbo-
myltransferase [30], with a fold [31] that is structurally
similar (in the same structural neighborhood) to the mes-
ophillic ODX Z= 4.1 to catalyze the ornithine to putrscine
reaction. Presumably, this example shows both the adap-
tation to the relaxation of thermal pressure as well as to its
reinstitution. In both cases, the organism adapts at least in
part by optimizing designability of the protein fold
responsible for ornithine decarboxylation.
Discussion
The organization and search engine of ELISA is created
with the explicit purpose of aiding the emerging field of
structural genomics. Recent research has revealed that in
functional annotation by homology modeling the closest
homologue may lead to misannotation. This is due to the
extreme complexity of biological systems and the inherent
redundancy in the structure-function relationship. This
means that it is almost impossible to find the single best
putative function for any protein or gene sequence by
homology methods alone. Instead, the most that we can
do is limit the number of possible functions that this
sequence could perform. The reason why we can limit the
Examples of different functional fingerprints for structurally similar protein clustersFigure 3
Examples of different functional fingerprints for structurally similar 
protein clusters. The X axis signifies the functional annotation 
and the Y axis is the percentage of proteins in that group that 
are annotated as such. A) Functional fingerprint for protein 
cluster that includes Igfold proteins. B) Functional fingerprint 
for protein cluster that includes Tim fold proteins C) Func-
tional fingerprint for protein cluster that includes Rossman 
fold proteins. Importantly, the functional fingerprints have a 
small subset of dominating functions that do not significantly 
overlap with other clusters of structurally related proteins.
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Organisation of ELISAFigure 4
Organisation of ELISA. Elisa is divided into two levels. On the first level, a user needs to define a domain on the PDUG with the 
closest homology (blue square). This step can be done either through sequence homology, structure, function or taxonomic 
representation. For example, in the sequence query the closest homologue or set of homologues is identified. After a single 
domain of interest is placed, all information about the sequence, structure and function of that node is available. The next level 
asks to define a complex query that delineates all neighbors of the domain in question thus delineating the SSF neighborhood. 
For example, if we consider the node with a blue square, all the nodes with red squares constitute its structural neighbors at 
some similarity cutoff. The constraints on delineating the neighborhoods may include structure, function or taxonomic repre-
sentation characteristics. ELISA then calculates consensus functional, structural and taxonomic trees for the whole SSF neigh-
borhood defined in the previous step (not shown on picture).
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number of functions is because functional fingerprints of
structural neighborhoods do not overlap.
The idea of functional fingerprints can be extended fur-
ther. If the initial homology is poor, the stringency of the
thresholds can be relaxed to encompass a larger diver-
gence time. We may consider not only the sequence
homologues but also the structurally neighboring gene
families when considering possible functions of a particu-
lar gene. ELISA allows the user to define a sequence-struc-
ture-function neighborhood by limiting the possible
structures and functions as well as genomes where the
protein is likely to be found. Through this "limitation of
divergence" of the set, the researcher can find out the pre-
vailing trends in the evolution of the domain as well as
calculate the functional, structural and taxonomic
determinants of an almost arbitrary set of homologous
genes and gene families.
Conclusions
We organize available biological data hierarchically into
structural templates, sequences that fold into these tem-
plates and then clusters of templates Fig. 1. In this way, we
have organized PDUG into sequence-structure-function
(SSF) "neighborhoods". Each node, a sequence neighbor-
hood, on PDUG represents a gene family of homologous
sequences that have been aligned using BLAST (Fig. 1)
[32] and show more than 25 percent sequence identity to
each other. Representative three-dimensional structures
are compared to each other using DALI and clustered into
structural "neighborhoods" (Fig. 2) These structural
neighborhoods are distantly related gene families, or
alternatively the variability available to a gene given a long
period of mutation.
We have recently found that these structural neighbor-
hoods have unique and non-overlapping sets of func-
tional annotations. [26] (Fig. 3) These sets can be thought
of as probabilistic distributions of functions i.e. if there is
a novel member of that neighborhood its probability of
being a certain function is distributed as the functional
fingerprint. The use of functional fingerprints essentially
limits the number of possible functional annotations for
a particular structure from several thousand possibilities
to several dozen. Three examples of functional finger-
prints for three clusters of proteins sharing the same fold
are shown in (Fig 3). Functional annotation through fin-
gerprinting maximizes the probability that the correct
function is part of the functional fingerprint albeit at the
expense of an increase in the total number of possibilities.
While the analysis and result mentioned above has been
described before elsewhere[26], we mention it here to
emphasize the utility of our database and the kind of
research that can be done using the tools. ELISA builds on
the approach of the previous work and includes informa-
tion about organismal PDUG subgraphs, SCOP annota-
tions and ability for functional comparison among others
for greater flexibility in queries and research. ELISA ena-
bles us to create functional fingerprints for an arbitrary set
of homologous sequences, not just sequences sharing a
single fold (Fig 4). The purpose of representing putative
functions through functional fingerprints is to maximize
the probability that the functional annotation contains
the correct function i.e. the function of the protein can be
one of many, pertaining to this structure, or its structural
homologues. This organization of data is vastly different,
and shows different results upon implementation than
other domain repositories such as SMART [33], Pfam [5]
and CDD [34]. For example, our probabilistic approach of
functional annotation allows for weighted implication in
a set of possible functions for a new sequence, not just the
function belonging to the closest homologue. If the
sequence homology is poor, structural comparison may
yield additional data on functional information of the
query. The most interesting and unique feature of ELISA is
that it enables exploration at quantitatively user-defined
levels of various different characteristic evolutionary
divergence distances such as structure, function and even
taxonomy.
Availability
The database is available at http://romi.bu.edu/elisa.
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